
August 17, 2007

To 
Shri Pardeshi, 
Municipal Commissioner
Pune Municipal Corporation. 

Re: lack of footpaths on S. B Marg

Dear Sir, 

This is further to my previous e-mail communication on the above matter. I would like to thank you for a prompt reply.
The latter led to my meeting Mr. Dinesh Gillora. 

Mr. Gillora explained to me that he was aware of the state of S B Marg, especially the lack of footpaths on either side.  
He suggested that the footpaths could not be put in place as major excavations will be needed along the entire S B 
Marg when work for building a flyover on the entire stretch begins. 

I understand that this plan is a part of the city development plan. While it is good to know that major infrastructure 
projects are hoping to be implemented, previous projects such proportion have been delayed substantially at every 
stage of implementation. I am hence presuming that it may well be over a year before the work on S B Marg begins 
and that it may be further 3 years before such work is completed. 

Given that footpaths and cycle have always been prioritized as least important, will see the light of the day only in 3-4 
years time. 

As you will appreciate from the over a 100 pictures provided on the CD I handed to Mr. Gillora, pedestrians of all ages 
including students are consistently being pushed by lack of footpaths and consequent illegal parking on what ought to 
be footpaths towards the roads. The pictures DSC 295-296 and the series of pictures DSC 299 to DSC 308 clearly 
show school children at risk from vehicular traffic. Pictures DSC 244, 248 & 249 show how traffic at Vetal Chowk 
occupies all space up to the perimeter on left, leaving no space what so ever for pedestrians. 

Apart from illegal parking, builders are using the space meant for footpaths for storing sand, bricks and even mixers 
(see pictures - DSC 185, DSC 266 to DSC 270 ). Also as seen is picture DSC 280 adverts are being hoisted on what 
ought to be a footpath. Even Symbiosis faculty park on to footpath and its canteen blatantly allows two wheels to park 
on footpath. The canteen has also constructed a steep mount to facilitate entry of two wheel drives in to its porch. This 
creates massive safety hazard for pedestrians forced to walk on what can be described as a slippery slope (pictures 
from DSC 327 to DSC 333).  

One of the best maintained patches of footpaths is the one on right when approaching Vetal Chowk. The picture DSC 
349 (and 194) shows how the mature trees along the path have helped prevent the rot here. I hope the mature tress 
in pictures DSC 349 and 194 are not destroyed during future work. In contrast DSC 176 shows how poor 
planning affects PMC. The new tress planted only last week by the PMC’s garden department are located in such a 
manner that they will obstruct any future footpath. In fact these new trees should be located strategically to delineate a 
boundary for pedestrian footpaths (as seen in DSC 349). Another example of poor planning is the design of PMT bus 
stops which occupy the entire width of the footpaths. An alternative simple design from UK is shown below (this 
picture was not submitted on the given CD). 

S B Marg has long been served by a handful of vendors. I believe in preserving such businesses and the picture 
named Dadar (taken in Dadar, Mumbai) shows how broad footpaths should be the order of the day. 

It is inappropriate and unsafe to leave pedestrians at risk of potentially fatal accidents for any amount of time 
and I would hope that measures to undo the above are taken soon. Further I understand the flyover is to be 
built on central pillars. I hence see no connection between the footpaths and the future work, in fact, for a 
change it will help for the PMC engineers and contractors to start work first from the footpaths and then 
proceed to the flyover.  
 
I trust that while permanent measures are taken, temporary measures by way of traffic cones nailed in to a 
road along with correctly placed trees, is an option worth considering.  
   
Thanking you in anticipation, 

Dr Adhiraj Joglekar 
SB Marg All pictures referred to are detailed on page 2 & 3 



DSC 295 (above) students forced to walk close to 
vehicular traffic

One out of the series of pictures tracking these students 
forced to walk along with vehicles on SB Marg. 

DSC 304 (above)

DSC 244 (above) Vehicular traffic at Vetal Chowk occupies 
space up to extreme left leaving no space for pedestrians

DSC 185 (above) An encroaching builder

DSC 269 (above) ICC work encroach too DSC 280 (above) an ICICI advert encroaching footpath 
space



DSC 332 (above) an encroaching Symbiosis canteen
DSC 349 (above) – the only patch of footpath on S B 

Marg that can be described as perfect footpath. 

DSC 176 (above) – New trees planted by Garden Dept. of 
PMC - located on what will be a future footpath – an 

example of poor planning.

DSC 177 (above) – yet another example of poor 
planning. The bus stops are planned so badly that they 
occupy the entire width of footpaths forcing pedestrians 

to use roads. 

A typical London Bus stop which has a simple right angle 
frame design – leaving the entire footpath available for the 
pedestrians. 

Dadar (15 Aug). The perfect footpath: wide + dropped 
kerbs & curves along the bend (footpaths in Pune end 
abruptly – see picture DSC 360). 

Note: this footpath close to Dadar West Station is 
extremely busy on a working day. Yet authorities in 
Mumbai have not sacrificed the footpath for sake of 
increasing road width. 


